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The revolutions that occurred one after another in Mexico
had not helped the masses.
"Revolution/' he said, "is composed of three factors:
the first is propaganda, the second is armed force, and the
third is evolution. We began unfortunately with armed
force, the propaganda followed, and the evolution was only
partial."
He spoke with an earnestness and a keenness that even
interpretation did not spoil. He said that he had devoted
twenty years of his life to the cause of the labour class, but he
was handicapped out of loyalty to his President and a desire
not to compromise his country by going too far in the world
movement. He insisted, however, several times upon the fact
that there would be no real amelioration of suffering in the
world until people had generally realized their duty towards
their fellows—that is to say, the necessity of helping and
sharing.
The next day de la Huerta called for me in a motor to drive
me to El Desirto, a famous ruined Carmelite Convent on a
mountain top. It was a place I had heard much of and wanted
to see.
Along the road—which was bordered with wild flowers—we
passed a regular procession of Indian men and women walking
into the town with their loads of terra cotta pots to sell. These
were piled up high in a wooden case, the whole weight of which
was carried by a strap around the forehead. Thus, barefoot
and bent double, heads straining against the weight, neck
muscles knotted and swollen, lips blue and bulging eyes
focused on the ground, they walked for twelve or more kilo-
metres.
" And when do you hope to better the conditions of these
people ? " I asked de la Huerta, who was as horrified by the
sight as I myself.
He exclaimed " Caramba!" with a gesture of perplexity,
and added:
" But even these people "—and he interrupted himself to
comment on the expression of suffering on their faces—" are
better off than they were before. They were nothing bat
slaves. The foreigners think that the reign of Diaz was a

